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The purpose of this study in Astro-Archelogy, is to suggest that the ancient megalithic
ruins of Göbekli Tepe functioned as a center of ritualistic worship incorporating the Tshaped slaps of stones within sacred circles that could have functioned as ‘Stargate
Portals’. The various animal inscriptions and designs that remain a mystery designated
the corresponding constellations. The various circles were constructed at certain Earth
energy ley-lines that corresponded to the frequency and resonance in particular of the
Stars of the Pleiades. These T-stone slabs faced each other and the distance varied
according to their frequency and corresponding Star alignment. The T-shaped stone
slabs functioned more or less as antennae that harnessed the energies as a person
stood in-between them.
This study postulates that perhaps such a place was where a teleportation occurred of
people or of entities from such Stars or dimensions that the site was tracking specifically
to its frequency and resonance. How this knowledge of the cosmic frequencies based
on a Star’s mass, size and color remains a mystery as other ancient monolithic
civilization around the world also had similar alignments to specific Stars of the Cosmos.
Many believe that such alignments captured the essence of its energies for a purpose
yet to be fully understood in the public realm. Of course, such a secret knowledge base
is known but only to the esoteric Secret Societies that guard such revelation of ancient
technologies. This study will present the following research on Göbekli Tepe that has
already been established and published for a better understanding of the essential of
what makes up this most mysterious site on Earth. It will also provide the foundation of
launching into the theory of the ‘Stargate Portals’ supposition.
Göbekli Tepe is a Turkish word that means ‘Potbelly Hill’ as the archaeological site is
situated in an elevated terrain. It is located in the southeastern Anatolia region of
Turkey, approximately 7 miles northeast of the city of Şanlıurfa near the Syrian border.
It is believed that this ancient megalithic site dates back to the 10th–8th millennium
before Christ. The specific timeframe would put the civilization at around 9130 BC but
astonishing, the culture is also believe to have spanned more than 2000 years to the
date of around 7300 BC. At that time, the site was presumed abandoned and buried for
some unknown reason. Archeologists have ascertained that due to the various degrees
of stonework, there 3 main epochs of construction to this site. The 1st phase of
construction is referred to as the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A period. This is where the circles
of massive T-shaped stone pillars were erected. These stone slabs were fitted into
sockets that were hewn out of the bedrock.
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The largest T-stone slabs are nearly 2 to 3 times the height of an average human.
Amazingly, it is supposed by some Archeologists that Göbekli Tepe has the world's
oldest known megaliths. This of course could depend one’s frame of historical
reference. If one uses the Biblical narrative, it could be as the people worked their way
out of the Ark of Noah after the Flood and as the people migrated away from the region
of Ararat to have expanded outward. With such a reference, a much older and
established stonework would have been established elsewhere. Much older monoliths
are found around the Fertile Crescent of Mesopotamia, such as in Nineveh, Ur,
Babylon, etc. Although only a tiny fraction of the T-stone slabs have been unearthed at
Göbekli Tepe, it is believed that there are more than 200 pillars and about 20 circles yet
to be unearthed. The 2nd phase of construction appears to have been what the
Archeologists call the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period.
This phase has the construction of erected pillars that are smaller and stood in
rectangular rooms with floors of polished lime instead of the much larger T-shaped ones
and circular environs. The prominent Archeologist who excavated Göbekli Tepe was a
German named Klaus Schmidt. Although the site was discovered in the mid-1960s, it
was from 1996 that the site was formally surveyed and explored by time in collaboration
with Turkish and American universities. In recent times, the site has captured the
notoriety of the world as many in the Ancient Alien community have ascribed a cosmic
association to the site perhaps. Schmidt did believe that the site was more of a
sanctuary where people congregated there because apparently the site was not a
settlement nor was it a burial place.
Schmidt believed that Göbekli Tepe was essentially a ‘Cathedral on a Hill. As far as
religious temples or cathedrals go, they do serve as a place with the mortal intersects
with the immortal, humans with the divine or entities, etc. Such religious sites serve as a
place where through prayer, diet and contemplation, people can be and/or are
transcended spiritually. It has been only limited clues of what the site was originally
made for and named. Based on other similar sites in the region, one site has been
decoded to mean the ‘Temple of the Rock.’ This is attributed to the Complex E site that
is a circular slab and would corroborate with the theory that the circular sites had a
spiritual or even cosmic attribute and function that transcended time and space
perhaps.
The circular compounds are called Temene. They range from approximately 33 to 99
feet in diameter. At the present time, only 4 out of the presumed 200 such circular
structures have been unearthed so far. What is iconic about Göbekli Tepe is that the 2
main T-shaped pillars stand facing one another at the center of each circle. Contrary to
popular though, they did not provide the support for roofing. Stone benches designed
for sitting are found in the interior. However, the main theory of this study is that people
stood or a person stood in the midst of the pillars. The stones do have quartz and silica
that functions as a transmitter of energy and information. Perhaps a ritual was done at a
certain time to suggest that the frequency and resonance tied to that specific ley-line on
Earth and aligned to the Stars in the Cosmos perhaps provided a channeling of some
sort that pierced the inter-dimensional attributes or one’s space and time.
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In other words, it could have function much like a ‘teleporter’ to that corresponding Star
frequency of the Pleiades or allowed for the traversing through particular interdimensional even. This notion is not that far-fetches as for example, the Great Pyramid
of Giza was believed to have the shafts aligned to particular constellations and Stars in
that when a Pharaoh died, the soul was believed to be channeled out through such a
shaft. The Great Pyramid have been found to be built on a particular vibrational
frequency and ley line on Earth. In addition, due to its sacred geometric design or
shaped, it emits a natural resonance of frequency and sound even. Concerning Göbekli
Tepe, scholars cannot ascertain a single explanation to interpret the pictograms on the
T-shape slabs. Many of the pillars are decorated with abstract, enigmatic pictograms
and carved animal reliefs. The reliefs depict mammals such as lions, bulls, boars, foxes,
gazelles, snakes and other reptiles. They do not know, for certain what meaning the
animal reliefs had for the site.
To the modern scientific community, the details of the structure's esoterical and/or
religious function remain a mystery but the evidence could not be more obvious. The
depictions of each slab corresponds to a particular constellation in the sky. Primarily,
there are the iconic depictions of the Lion, Bull, Bird and Man. These are the Cardinal
Points of the Zodiac, Leo, Taurus, Scorpio, and Aquarius. Every ancient civilization had
an adaptive depiction that nearly resembles the classic Zodiac or Mazzaroth known
presently. In essence, the circular conclaves served to tell cosmic time, the seasons of
the year on Earth. More importantly, this study suggests that the site was linked
spiritually to the cosmic resonances based on sacred geometry and Star
correspondence, specifically to the Pleiades Star cluster.
Sadly the Göbekli Tepe site has suffered erosion and unintended abuse. In some
instances, the site was believed to be a Byzantine cemetery. Over the centuries, the hill
had long been disturbed by agricultural cultivation. Because of such cultivations and
clearing, many of the markers have been erased forever. The generations of local
inhabitants have also moved rocks and inadvertently defaced the site. This is aside from
the climate change that may have also contributed to the abandonment and deliberate
burial of the site that has been basically left to the gradual erosion due to the elements.
What is astonishingly also and a misfortune is that the very Archeologists are
‘destroying’ the site with their excavations.
This might seem a contradictory statement as no Archeologist would willingly do that but
one major assumption is going un-noticed, if by design or ignorance. The present level
of excavations have erased the former markers that were clearly seen from
GoogleEarth in past years but are logged in the timeline function of its features.
Contrary to popular believe, such sites as Göbekli Tepe were not built by mere ‘huntergatherers’ as most researchers believe. Such a theory is solely based on the Darwinian
model that theorizes that Humanity is ‘evolving’. Nothing could be further from the truth
as it is the opposite. Sites such as Göbekli Tepe, corroborate the theory that the farther
one goes back in time, the more sophisticated Humanity was and was attuned to the
Stars of the cosmos, for example.
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The next segment of this study on Göbekli Tepe will deal with the assertion that the
entire mount complex is in fact, construed also to align the circles and T-stones with that
of Cydonia, Mars. This study suggests that Göbekli Tepe is an actual ‘Star Map’
depiction of Taurus and the Pleiades. More astonishingly is the supposition that it is a
star map based on the Cydonia, Mars pyramid complex. As noted in prior AstroArcheological studies of various ancient and modern sites, the Martian Motif of the
Cydonia pyramid complex depicts 3 main structures on Mars. They are the famous
Face of Mars ‘mausoleum’, the giant Pentagon Fortress pyramid and the 7 structure
Pyramid City. These 3 complexes are triangulated to each other and form a tetrahedron
if one applies 3-deminstional geometry. A double tetrahedron is also construed if an
interlocking one is superimposed that this study suggests is present and essential to its
frequency and resonance. Why?
Such ancient civilizations had a ‘forgotten knowledge’ or kept secret of the association
of Earth’s sacred geometry and how various ley-lines resonate at certain energy points,
etc. It is on one level, a harnessing of the cosmic energies that are used for yet to be
determined purpose fully. One possible function was and or is to function much like a
‘Stargate’ as in a ‘teleporter’ of sorts or to communicate with such from that ‘supposed’
place. This notion is supposed by what is produced 3-deminsinally when the double
tetrahedrons are interlinked; they form a perfect cube or ‘chamber’. The sacred mount
of Göbekli Tepe appears to have this Martian Motif as the ‘head’ portion that depicts the
constellation of Taurus. Perhaps such an ancient civilization was venerating that period
of the Procession of the Equinox, as nearly 10,000 BC was when the constellation of
Taurus was the ‘House’ of the Zodiac that ruled the Cosmos.
The people of Göbekli Tepe ingeniously designed the circles to correspond to the
Pleiades as one of the 3 corresponding points of the Martian Motif. The Face of Mars
corresponds to a circular mount to the north of the site that configures the apex of the
‘triangle’ or pyramid. It also amazingly directs the path of the ‘Sun’ that transverses inbetween the 2 horns of the face of Taurus. The giant Pentagon Fortress of Cydonia thus
would correspond to the Taurus head area of the bull’s muzzle. Astonishing, from an
aerial view, such a Martian Motif is present. The ‘Star of David’ motif that construes the
‘head’ of Taurus is also ingeniously incorporated as it works ideally with sacred The 2
horns in the upper portion form the base of the inverted triangle. geometry.
The muzzle and lower head portion of the head of the bull functions as the base
triangle. Interestingly, the right horn of the head depiction has a prominent point. It just
so happens that a complex to the immediate right of it would thus correspond to the Star
El Nath. This Star is associated with the ‘Shepherd of the Cosmos’, Auriga that was/is
pierced by the right horn of Taurus. In addition, in keeping to the Cosmic template, the
base triangle of the head of Taurus at Göbekli Tepe is perfectly bisected by the
corresponding line of the Ecliptic in the sky. The notion that this ‘head’ is that of the
constellation of Taurus is further corroborated with the outline or template of the actual
Taurus constellation is superimposed on its ‘head’. One does have to truncate the lines
but in so doing, the actual dimensions do appear to approximate the ‘horns’ of the head
and the corresponding local where the Pleiades would be.
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Only 4 circular complexes of A, B, C and D have be excavated. It is the theory of this
study that each of the circular complexes corresponds to a Star of the Pleiades.
Moreover, 3 other corresponding locals are not yet recognized but have been marked
on the charts associated with this study for illustration purposes that indeed appear to
correspond to the 7 points and T-stone slabs that face each other. Not only is the ‘head’
of Taurus depiction on the site itself, but the entire body of the Taurus constellation is
depicted along the ridges to the east of the site.
The entire length is approximately ½ mile or .8 km. What is astonishing to consider is
that these supposed primitive peoples with only stone hammers and strings would have
had to view the entire breath of the area from an approximate altitude of 10-13,000 feet.
In addition, a marker even corresponds to the Bull’s Eye of the Star Aldebaran. Sadly,
due to the current excavation, the corresponding Face of Mars complex has been all but
erased. The current thought of the Archeologist community is that they reject such a
theory of the Martian Motif and thus has neglected the most important aspect of such
sites like Göbekli Tepe that could have lent information and evidence as to the purpose
and function of such sites.
_____________________
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